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The sanctuary is largely empty today. There is a phrase that is often used in religious circles: “Be still
and know that I am God.” The sanctuary is definitely still today. We gather from our homes, lift up our
hearts, and perhaps many of us are frustrated that we are here again. It is frustrating that meeting
together in person in church is postponed by the same disease that has frustrated us so often over the
past two years. It is frustrating that community events around this holiday weekend have been
postponed, especially when we know how many people including students and community allies have
been hard at work. A few short weeks ago, several leaders in the church were praying about having a
potluck. We were about to throw caution to the wind with joy! Now we are gathered at a distance again.

On a Sunday like today, I thought it might be a blessing to take a moment to remember that we are
neither the first people nor will we likely be the last people to look outside our windows and wonder.
What is happening in the world around us? What is happening to the world as it exists among us? How
long will this go on this time? Will this even be the last time?

Our reading today is set in a world which seems to be very different from ours at first glance. The
people that Isaiah was writing to did not have Zoom, cars, or even a pandemic to worry about in their
lives. They likely did not even have to deal with the same kinds of snowstorms that are in our forecast
as they lived in a very different climate. The context that Isaiah writes to is within a world where the holy
people have been ravaged by foreign powers. Whether you read the text as prophetic or as a work of
later centuries, Isaiah’s words are targeted words. The people listening either at the time these words
were first recorded or shortly after are people who have had their lands pillaged, their hopes dashed,
and their inheritance taken away from them.

We ourselves likely do not have pillaged lands or stolen inheritances. Demographically, we exist in a
community that is largely made up of people whose ancestors lived in Europe, but think about what we
have in common with the people Isaiah wrote to long ago.

We cry out “What next?” The people of God called out “Where are you?” We have tears as the world
struggles to get through this pandemic and the people of God prayed for God to make sense of it all.
We cry and they cried. We pray and they prayed. We ask for help and they asked for help. We can
sometimes feel as if we are adrift at sea and this is not a new experience. The experience of feeling lost
and in need of grace occurs throughout the scriptures time and again.

One of the most interesting things about this passage from the twenty fifth chapter of Isaiah is what
comes before it. The twenty fourth chapter of Isaiah describes a world where God is at work. God acts
in the twenty fourth chapter and God is doing major work in the world. To use a construction metaphor,
in the previous chapter God takes the world down to the framing. The rich and the powerful of the
oppressor nations are torn alongside the poor and the supporting working families. The vendors are

1 When a scripture notation has a letter after the verse, that denotes the fact that the reading ends after the
corresponding end of a sentence (e.g., “a” for the first sentence, “b” for the second sentence…”z” for the 26th
sentence). In this situation, in the New Revised Standard Version our reading ends at the line “For the hand of the
Lord will rest on this mountain.”



tossed to the curb the same as the purchasers. The slaves are removed alongside the slaveowners
and the maids are fired alongside the mistresses. In “the city of chaos” which is a euphemism for the
society that is oppressing the people of God, all of that society which once tore down and subjected the
holy people to shame and ridicule stands before the God of judgment and power. Isaiah as whole
begins by describing God as being the One who holds final judgment and in Isaiah 24 that judgment is
brought down upon the wicked people who have harmed God’s people.

It is a powerful message that should bring hope, right? What’s interesting is a problem posed by the
Yale and Wycliffe theologian and commentary writer Rev. Dr. Christopher Seitz. In his commentary on
the twenty fifth chapter Dr. Seitz poses an interesting perspective: “Hooray! The powerful have been
cast down. So, what about the holy people?” 2

When you think about it, Dr. Seitz is asking a question which any close reading may raise: what does
this mean for the audience? If Isaiah is speaking to someone, what is Isaiah trying to say? It is one
thing to hear that Babylon will fall! Hooray for the fall of mighty Babylon. That empire was not good to
the people of God, but what does that mean to throw down the Babylonians if there is a Roman Empire
on the rise? What does it mean if one set of rulers and oppressors is torn down just in time to raise up
another?

One of the sad realities of religious life is that a lot of religious history is unfortunately one where people
demonize or villainize a particular action, behavior, or people. For the Jewish people, there were times
when the great enemy was Babylon. When Jesus comes to earth, the great enemy is Rome, but a
close reading of history tells a pretty embarassing truth. The Jewish leaders known as the Maccabees
revolted, sought freedom, and were in such a hurry to permanently get rid of the Greco-Syrian
Seleucids that the Jews were seeking independence from that the Maccabees invited in the Romans as
friends and allies. The Maccabees were in such a rush to tear down their Syrian and Greek oppressors
that they left the door wide open for the next nation to trample them.

When Isaiah writes to the people, Isaiah tells the story of a God that is doing some severe demo work
in tearing down the powers of the world. All of the enemies, all of the forces, all of the oppressors from
the top of the nation to the very bottom will be torn down. Everything and everyone that could be
blamed for the circumstances of the people will be gone, but what does it matter if nothing truly
changes? What does it matter if there is no transformation of circumstances? Will the people be in the
same space in a few years with a different name on the foreign empire? Is there a major difference
between being ruled by a Babylonian, a Greek, or a Roman empire? What does it matter?

Dr. Seitz points out that Isaiah twenty five is about more than tearing down the broken parts of the
world. Isaiah twenty four establishes that everything will be removed, but Isaiah twenty five tells us that
God is doing more than tearing down. God is working in the rubble. The mighty city is torn down and
the people rejoice because more is being done than God simply going on a rampage. The poor and the
needy rejoice because God cares for them. The people who have suffered are given shelter and there
is hope for people who have been living without hope.

Think about what it says in Isaiah 25:6-8:

2 Christopher Slitz, “Isaiah 1-39” in the series “Interpretation: A Bible Commentary for Teaching and Preaching”



On this mountain the Lord of hosts will make for all peoples
a feast of rich food, a feast of well-aged wines,
of rich food filled with marrow, of well-aged wines strained clear.

And he will destroy on this mountain
the shroud that is cast over all peoples,
the sheet that is spread over all nations;
he will swallow up death forever.

Then the Lord God will wipe away the tears from all faces,
and the disgrace of his people he will take away from all the earth,
for the Lord has spoken.

The work of God is about more than simply doing demo work on a house with rotten walls. God takes
things down to the studs and then rebuilds a world where things are different. The Holy Mountain of
God is a place where death itself dies, where tears are dried, and where disgrace is taken away from
the earth. What’s more, think about the fact that in the NRSV the tears are not wiped away from just
Jewish faces: God wipes away the tears from all faces. The shroud that darkens the lives of all people
will be torn down.

These are not words of a simple replacement of one nation with another. These words are not words of
condemnation for Babylon or Rome, but for a world in which death itself will be torn down. The hope
expressed goes beyond bringing freedom to one small nation from their bullying neighbors. The
promises shared by Isaiah are literally world changing promises. These words are really powerful words
that we should stop and notice.

Why should we stop and notice? Well, today we are here at what will likely be a minor inconvenience in
the grand history of the Trumansburg United Methodist Church. Nearly two years ago, the pandemic
shut things down and we were not certain what would happen next. It was really frightening. Today is
not two years ago. I am fairly confident that we will be back here in this place sooner or later. Yes, it is
sad today, but when you measure the life of the church in terms of decades or centuries, this is but a
blip. The pandemic is scary but it will pass sooner or later.

At some level, a lot of the things that we might worry about in the short term are likely a blip. The United
Methodist Church is having struggles, but this church has been a different denomination before now.
Your church was once a Methodist Episcopal church. I have a confession that is a matter of public
record: I came out of a church that was once part of the Evangelical United Brethren denomination and
prior to that the Evangelical Association that merged with the Brethren to create that EUB
denomination. Does the fact that my home church was once a part of the EA or the EUB really change
my day to day life? Does the fact that you are served by a descendant of those churches really change
your day to day life?

Does any of the denominational history matter when compared with the fact that we believe in God
together as a community? In the long run, even a potential schism within the United Methodist Church
is a historical footnote when we think back to how we came to believe in a faith that has traveled across
the world through different languages, cultures, and peoples before it came to us.

Many of the things we worry about may seem really important today but are likely just passing moments
when we consider the scale of centuries. We may be worried about today and about this moment in this



pandemic, but this is just one moment in history. It can be very easy to villainize a disease, to get
carried away with conversations about masks and mandates, and to assume that people who disagree
with us are ruining everything, but should we?

The Maccabees were certain they were doing the right thing when they vilified the Syrians and
welcomed in the Romans. The Lutherans were certain that they were doing the right thing when they
vilified the Catholics and then treated the Anabaptists in the same ways they despised. The Methodist
Episcopal Church was certain it was doing the right thing when it sent off their African-American friends
to start a Methodist church for people of different skin tones. They did the same thing again when they
created Missionary Conferences to preach among indigenous people while keeping European churches
separate. Were any of these decisions the right decision in the long run? Many of these decisions have
led to countless hours of tears and a sincere need for repentance. Often, we are so focused on tearing
down the problems in front of us that we forget we should tear down problems because we have a goal
we want to accomplish.

Yes, I wish we could worship in person next week. Yes, I wish that this pandemic would just go away.
Yes, this is very annoying. How can we sing the Lord’s song like this again? All of this can be very
frustrating.

It can also be an opportunity for each of us to ask what comes next. What will we do when the doors
are thrown open, masks are gone, and we can worship, celebrate, and share life together fully and
safely again? When the specter of disease and the masks that keep us safe are things of the past, what
will we do? When we do not need to worry about boosters, ventilators, or hospital capacities, what kind
of people will we be? How will we act? What will we do?

I don’t know that any of us need any more time in isolation, but I do think this is an opportunity to ask
where we would go from here. If God brings about a world in which we could do anything as a
community, what would we do? Who would we become?

In time, I am confident that we will be free from this pandemic. In time, we will be able to spend the
Sunday before Martin Luther King, Jr. Day dealing with issues that are far deeper than being isolated by
a pandemic again. In time, we will have a chance to be people with freedoms that we once took for
granted. Who will we be then? Let us pray:


